In-person programs are selling out faster than ever. To meet the growing demand, we are offering several alternatives, starting with virtual programs. Join speakers from home or wherever you are. Higher audience capacity in webinars reduces the chance of not getting a seat. Listen to our podcast, *Between the Leaves*, and YouTube channel for interviews and recordings with speakers from our popular programs. Additionally, visits to the Lloyd to use our collections or view our exhibits require no reservations.

---

**Cooking with Mushrooms with Eugenia Bone**

When: Wednesday, September 27, 7-8 p.m.  
Where: Virtual Program  

Did you know cooking mushrooms takes a different approach than cooking vegetables? Join Eugenia Bone, internationally-known author of the *Fantastic Fungi Community Cookbook* (available in the Lloyd gift shop), to find out how the biology of mushrooms can guide you in the kitchen. Learn how to select mushrooms, how to clean, store, and preserve them, along with the basic principles of cooking mushrooms. **Registration required.**

Register for the Virtual Program

---

**New Building Rendering Offers Expanded Program Space**

The Lloyd Library is now in the next phase of architectural design. The latest renderings feature
a celadon-colored exterior. An expanded event space, as pictured here to the right of our existing building, will more than double our program capacity and serve as a venue for community gatherings. Between the beauty of the new building and the many resources it can make easily available, the new Lloyd Library and Museum is sure to be a community asset.

Waitlist Available for Lloyd Programs

Our next two programs, *Wild Mushrooms: A World of Wonder at Your Feet* with Walt Sturgeon (pictured) and *Fungus on the Brain: The Fascinating World of Psilocybin* with Theresa Culley have sold out at record speed! We’re now offering a waitlist for up to 10 registrants that automatically sends a notification if a spot opens up. Remember, Members hear first about in-demand programs!

2024 Fellowships and Artist-in-Residency Now Open for Applications

The Lloyd is now accepting applications for the 2024 Curtis Gates Lloyd Fellowship and Artists-in-Residency. Annually, the Lloyd provides stipends for research at the Lloyd Library on the topics of botany, natural history, and the history of science, medicine, and pharmacy. The research results in projects that bring wider awareness and original perspectives to the history and use of plants and nature. **Applications are due November 1, 2023.**

The Lloyd is hiring! Learn more [here](#).
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Stay Connected
Come visit--the Lloyd will be open this Saturday, Sept. 16